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Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2013. Mixed media product. Book Condition: New. 251 x 178
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In a continuously changing world, there has been a
growing interest in the protection of vernacular heritage and earthen architecture. The need to
protect and enhance this fragile heritage via intelligent responses to threats from nature and the
environment has become evident. Historically, vernacular heritage research focussed on
philosophical aspects and surveys, while earthen architecture studies emphasized earthen material
and construction techniques. However, for these particular forms of heritage to survive, academic
research had to shift its focus, so as to respond to new challenges. Vernacular Heritage and Earthen
Architecture gathers contributions of key international researchers from 50 countries, and covers a
wide variety of topics: * Cultural heritage and building cultures * Materials and construction
techniques * Territory and environmental adaptation * Energy effi ciency and sustainable design *
Natural hazards and risk mitigation * Education and research focus Vernacular Heritage Earthen
Architecture: Contributions for Sustainable Development discusses the threats that vernacular and
earthen heritage are facing, and refl ects on their important contribution to sustainable
development. The book will prove to be a valuable source of...
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A fresh e book with a new viewpoint. It is among the most awesome ebook we have read through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . Chr istelle Sta r k III--  Pr of . Chr istelle Sta r k III

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena  K lein MD-- Ena  K lein MD
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